Position Announcement
We are seeking a **Production/Operations Manager** - Industrial Metal Manufacturing to join our team! You will oversee the activities of a team of production workers.

**Responsibilities:**
- Managing Daily Operations including change management
- Coordinate the daily activities of the production, operational and sales teams
- Oversee Engineering and Design
- Delegate production assignments to appropriate teams and personnel
- Place production orders from customers
- Oversee and adhere to all company policies and procedures, including but not limited to safety and quality policies and procedures

**Qualifications:**
- Previous experience in production, manufacturing, or other related fields
- Knowledge of production tools and equipment
- Strong leadership qualities
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills
- Strong organizational and follow up skills
- 5 Years production management experience
- Bachelor's degree in an appropriate field will receive priority

**Characteristics:**
- Hands-on, assertive team leader with a positive attitude while still maintaining the ability to effectively manage and hold subordinates accountable
- Adaptable management style to different personalities
- Loyal, dependable, constant advocate for the company
- Self-Motivated
- Experience is Quality Management Systems, ISO 9001, ERP System, Welding and/or Machining preferred

**About Montana Hydraulics:**
- Montana Hydraulics operates an industrial machine, fabrication and welding shop in Montana. Additionally, we have provided field service work for the railroad industry for 20 years. We are a small family owned company.

Applicants can submit resume’ to **Della Ehlke CFO/Owner** at [dehlke@mthyd.com](mailto:dehlke@mthyd.com)